Happisburgh News
Learning for Life …to be the best you can be
“Let your Light shine”
Matthew 5:16

June 2021 Newsletter
Dear Parents / Carers,
As usual, there has been a lot of activity in school over the past month and the children (and staff, of
course) are continuing to work very hard. We have a number of new displays around the school that
show case all the wonderful work we have been engaged on. Have a read in the class sections below
to find out more.
Our exciting Sensory garden project is well under way, thanks to Mrs. Heaps and Mrs. (and Mr.) Gilbert. We have also had some fabulous support from some of our parents, contributing sensory equipment and plants and we would like to say a special thank you to all of you. It really is beginning to look
amazing and will be a wonderful place for the children to go and spend some time in.
More thanks need to go to the parents who have already ventured into school to talk to the children
about their work this week. We have had some fascinating talks so far and I know the children have
learnt a lot about different careers and the opportunities that are out there for them. There have also
been very strong messages about perseverance and resilience which are values that we work hard to
instil in the children. We would really like to develop this idea further and hope to encourage even
more of you to come into school next time around.
We still have plenty to do in school over the next few weeks, so please keep checking twitter and facebook for up-to-date news.

Key Dates
8 June—Horse Chestnut Class Swimming for 7 weeks
Week of 28th June– ‘All our futures week’ (whole school)
29 June — Premier sport ‘ The game of actual life’ for years 5 and 6
6th and 7th July—Norfolk wildlife Trust ‘Wildlife adventure days whole school
8 July School Sports Day (see letter dated 16/06/21)
13 July—Y6 BeWilderwood Trip
14 July 9:15— Whole school transition morning.
Year 6 will have an important role in school supporting the younger pupils.
20 July 2 pm—Year 6 Leavers’ Service, St Mary’s Church for the families of year 6
only. Tea and cake to follow.

Oak Class News
The amazing children of Oak class are thriving this term; the hard work and
enthusiasm continues and the results are incredible. They have been learning
about the Viking diet and what it teaches us about the Viking way of life and
are currently writing an extended historical piece about this. Bravely, they
taste tested some herrings and goat’s cheese on oat crackers, creating a
personal Viking menu for Dagmal and Natmall! We look forward to cooking
our meals on an open fire later this term in traditional Viking style! It is so
exciting to see the progress made on our very own version of the Bayeaux Tapestry. Each child has designed their own
scene, with a variety of techniques, which we will eventually stitch together. They are really enjoying these sewing lessons
and understand the importance of this piece of art work. After learning about the Viking compass in Science we will soon
be making our own floating compasses and learning more about magnetism. In English, Our ‘Viking Voyage’ persuasive
leaflets will soon be completed. The skills applied by the children in this piece of writing are outstanding. The children
have been working resiliently in Maths as always. The practical lessons have been effective and enjoyable. As we near the
end of term, it is so impressive to see that their commitment to learning continues. I am very proud of them all.

Horse Chestnut Class News
Following on from the news in our last newsletter, Horse Chestnut have now written diary
entries as Ernest Shackleton. They have drafted, edited, redrafted and written these as
neat copies. I am incredibly proud of the perseverance and resilience shown by all to
produce an impressive piece of writing of incredibly high standards. The children are
spending the remainder of this half term working on a longer piece of narrative,
adventuring into the Polar or desert regions of our world.
The children have produced some beautiful art work using the art work of Giuseppe Arcimboldi as
inspiration. Pupils have used the technique of decoupage using images of fruit, vegetables and flowers to
create side profiles or themselves. In the coming weeks we will be using a range of sketching and drawing
techniques to draw fruits, vegetables and flowers from real life, looking at position, line and tone.
Horse Chestnut have the privilege of learning how to play the African drums and have already mastered
keeping a steady beat and rhythm and creating high and low sounds.
During Maths we are focusing on the four operations and using and applying this knowledge and skills to
problem solve. This week we are learning how to plot and read coordinates.
Horse Chestnut have taken part in investigative Science this week, exploring the question, ‘How do camels
walk in sand?’ We experimented with different objects including cardboard camel feet of varying sizes
and Mrs Heaps’ feet!!! We came to the conclusion that a wider surface area results in the weight being
evenly spread and therefore the camel does not sink into the sand. We are looking forward to the next
topic in Science, exploring plants used as foods from around the world and identify the part of the plant
that is eaten (root, leaf, stem, seeds, flower etc). We are finding out how some of these plants are grown
around the wold and the conditions they need to grow well.
We have had an amazing day at the beach building beach nest survival shelters and closely
observing the sand martins in the cliffs at Happisburgh. The children worked as teams,
persevering to build an amazing shelter which they were able to climb inside.
We are going to be understanding who and how people live in the extreme environments of
our world and discovering crops and foods of the world.

Silver Birch News
Since half term, we have focused our attention on poems. We have
read lots of poems based around aliens and looked at the different
elements we would need to include in our own. We have practised
using adjectives, adverbs and rhyme. Finally we wrote a poem and have
tried to include everything we learnt in it.
Our learning in PSHE is based around ‘Physical Health’ looking at how
we can keep our bodies healthy, both by what we put into it and the
physical activities we can do. It has focused on both our mind and body and we had great fun following a yoga
lesson online.
In Maths we have been learning how to add and subtract, we have practised lots of methods to help us such
as using physical resources, number lines (both blank and numbered) and written methods. Finally we put all
our knowledge into practice by trying to complete some worded maths problems. Alongside this we have had
fun learning about volume and capacity, Using the jugs to measure water accurately and looking at how the
different shapes of containers can in fact hold the same amount of liquid.
Our science focus has been Plants, We have thought about what a plant is and catergorised them under
different headings. We thought about what a plant needs to grow and learnt some new scientific words such as
‘nutrients’ and ‘oxygen’. We re-visited the terminology ‘lifecycle’ which we learnt during our ‘Eggs’ topic and
realised that plants also have a lifecycle. We are going to witness the different stages by watching a broad bean
grow that we have planted in a glass jar. Finally we practised using our observational skills by using the
magnifying glasses to find out the different parts of a flowering plant and try to draw and label them.
Our BIG question in RE is ‘How and Why do People Pray?’ So far we have thought about what we would say to
God and understand that people talk to God for many reasons.
Our Music lessons this term are based around modern songs that have a space theme to them. We are excited
to listen and discuss the many different songs Mrs Mejri has chosen for us to listen to.

Cherry Tree News
Another busy time in Cherry Tree class. We are thinking about what seeds
need to grow and have read The Tiny Seed by Eric Carle. We have planted
sunflower seeds and they are starting to grow. We have planted a seed in a
bottle so that we can watch what happens. We are drawing pictures and
writing sentences as we see it change. We have also planted turnip, carrot and
lettuce seeds in our tuff tray allotment.
We have thoroughly enjoyed taking part in a dance and music workshop which
explored the religious significance of dance to ceremonies such as weddings.
Jack and Miss Woolsey showed us a dance which is traditionally danced by the bride and groom to celebrate
their marriage! We played instruments from around the world and saw beautiful golden icons of Mary and Jesus.
We have been exploring colour mixing while we have painted still life pictures of vegetables. There are some
fabulous artists in Cherry Tree!
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Beach school Sessions
Mrs Heaps was able to take both Cherry Tree and Silver birch to the beach for their beach school sessions this month.
Everyone had a wonderful time the children were able to experience outdoor learning which they were all very excited to
be a part of.
Cherry tree’s visit
Cherry tree had a lovely time on the beach. On our visit we went beach combing
for 10 treasures. We counted them into a hoop and then found 10 more. We
counted on from 10 to 20 and wrote the number in the sand.
We then looked for sand martins which nest in the cliffs at Happisburgh. We were
also lucky enough to see a seal swimming in the sea very close to us.
Silver Birch’s visit
Silver Birch had a wonderful visit to the beach. We were able to see the Sand Martins nesting in the cliff . As part of our
science topic we learnt about the different types of plants you can find on the beach, we were particularly delighted about
finding sea weed that you could pop like bubble wrap! A real highlight was trying to find fossils that Sidney informed us
had been about “since the dinosaurs” . We managed to find many pieces of belomite, which Mrs Heaps told us was the
fossil of a squid like creature.
The afternoon was topped off with an ice cream and a visit from the coastguard.

Football match
Amidst the Euros the most important game of the season was scheduled for Wednesday 16th of June , Happisburgh versus
Saint Mary‘s on their debut match. It was a fast paced game with many chances. The first half finished 0-0 with some great
defending and many outstanding saves from George A.
In the Second-half St Mary’s school scored two quick goals shaking our defence, St Mary‘s added a third but Happisburgh
didn’t let their heads drop and they pushed on to try and score. Playing out from the back with a lovely move Freddie was
one on one, then a crunching tackle from behind from the St Mary‘s player left the ball perfectly for Wiktor to slot the ball
into an empty net. Unfortunately for Happisburgh not the result we wanted but everyone should be proud of their efforts
and have their heads held high. Mr Geaves

Religious dance workshops
The whole school were able to participate in a wonderful dance workshop . The children were able to listen and
dance to music from all around the world. Lorraine brought lots of different instruments that have been used
for thousands of years for people to dance with some of which made some very unusual noises. The experience
was loved by all and was very calming. The children learnt about how dance is used in religion to express faith
and retell stories.

Sporting achievements
Henry and Joey have both received
achievement medals for their football
outside of school. Well done both of you.

June Birthdays
Bonnie, William B, Oliver E, Zane, Dylan,
Robyn, Semmy and Ben W

Amicii dog rescue
Thank you to all those who helped to raise
money for the Amici dog rescue by filling
your smarties tube with money. The school
raised £121.50.

Horse Chestnut Class Swimming
A reminder please that all children in
Horse Chestnut will require the following
named kit for swimming every Tuesday:
Trunks or one piece swimsuit, Swimming
cap, Towel

